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Abstract
This paper presents a novel approach for pattern extraction and anomaly detection in mari-

time vessel traffic, based on the theory of potential fields. Potential fields are used to rep-

resent and model normal, i.e. correct, behaviour in maritime transportation, observed in

historical vessel tracks. The recorded paths of each maritime vessel generate potentials

based on metrics such as geographical location, course, velocity, and type of vessel, resulting

in a potential-based model of maritime traffic patterns.

A prototype system STRAND, developed for this study, computes and displays distinctive

traffic patterns as potential fields on a geographic representation of the sea. The system

builds a model of normal behaviour, by collating and smoothing historical vessel tracks.

The resulting visual presentation exposes distinct patterns of normal behaviour inherent in

the recorded maritime traffic data. Based on the created model of normality, the system

can then perform anomaly detection on current real-world maritime traffic data. Anomalies

are detected as conflicts between vessel’s potential in live data, and the local history-based

potential field. The resulting detection performance is tested on AIS maritime tracking data

from the Baltic region, and varies depending on the type of potential.

The potential field based approach contributes to maritime situational awareness and

enables automatic detection. The results show that anomalous behaviours in maritime traffic

can be detected using this method, with varying performance, necessitating further study.

Keywords: Anomaly Detection, Maritime Traffic, Potential Fields

1 Introduction and Motivation

Maritime traffic safety is of vital importance. According to the UN [Uni], over 80 percent

of the world trade traverses the seas by ship. Entities such as the Coast Guard continuously

watch and safeguard the vessel traffic. Their work is aided by various surveillance technolo-

gies. Vessel maneuvers are primarily observed using marine radar. Today ships are usually

equipped with more advanced navigational aids, such as an Automatic Identification System
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(AIS) transponder. AIS is a surveillance system used on ships and by vessel traffic services

to identify and locate vessels by electronically exchanging data with other nearby ships and

fixed receiving stations. It integrates a positioning device (GPS), a gyrocompass, a speed

meter and a rate of turn indicator to measure geographic location, course, heading, speed

and rate of turn. Together with draught and static information (ID, name, size etc.) these

measurements are packed in a standardized digital report and broadcast via VHF. The AIS

communication range is further extended using satellites in low earth orbit for improved

data exchange [CCG12].

The development of a globally available vessel tracking system opens the possibility of

advancing maritime security far beyond simple local collision prevention. However, the few

recent maritime detection solutions are still far from perfect [RF09]. The existing tools are

prone to false detections. Additionally, many maritime anomaly detection systems inform

their users about detected anomalies but do not provide a meaningful explanation of why

the detections were reported in the first place. The frequent misdetections and deficient

explanations have a negative effect on users’ trust in the detection system, further compro-

mising its purpose.

This study introduces a novel method for data modelling and anomaly detection in mar-

itime traffic. The novelty lies in employing the concept of potential field for data abstraction

and representation. One of the aims is to improve understandability and maritime situational

awareness, by visualizing the potential fields using modern rendering techniques. This would

provide the maritime operators with a form of automated incident warning and analytical

help in identifying traffic situations that merit further investigation.

The impetus for this study is that the content, quality and availability of the maritime

traffic surveillance records have been drastically improved by the introduction of the inter-

national AIS standard in 2007. AIS transmission can be openly received and is standardised

with regard to data content and format of messages. The use of AIS is currently mandated

by an international maritime convention, however the quality of data cannot be fully relied

upon. The precision of position and movement related data in AIS is limited by the quality of

other integrated onboard sensors, such as GPS receivers or a compass. Moreover, some other

static or voyage-related data, such as vessel name, size, destination port or ETA, are provided

by the crew, thus making AIS prone to human errors, neglect and fraud. In practice, a large

part of received AIS data is unusable due to misspellings, failure to update information and

the like. For these reasons the AIS attributes considered unreliable are excluded from this

investigation. This study limits the use of AIS attributes to the following set: longitude,

latitude, speed, course, vessel type and timestamp.

2 Related Work

Two main types of approaches to maritime anomaly detection emerge: one focusing on defin-

ing anomalous behaviour explicitly, the other on inferring anomalous behaviour indirectly

as an exception from the modelled normal behaviour.
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3 Method

Anomalous behaviour is often defined based on expert knowledge. This approach led

to a number of studies identifying and listing anomalies [LN09]. The collection of expert

knowledge is conducted in various ways, such as expert surveys and workshops, practition-

ers brainstorming sessions [LN09], or open maritime information extraction [Kaz13]. The

resulting collection of expert knowledge is then used to define which vessel behaviours are

considered anomalous. The definitions of known anomalous behaviours are then used as a

base for anomaly recognition rules and detection.

This study may be counted among a number of approaches opposite to expert systems, in

that they reverse the process of detection. These studies advocate that anomalous behaviour

should not be defined directly, but implicitly — as a deviation from normal behaviour. Con-

sequently, these approaches focus on the construction of a model of maritime traffic, repre-

senting all normal traffic behaviours. Tools used for defining normal behaviour stem from

various scientific domains. Ristic et al. [Ris08] applied statistics to extract normal behaviour

patterns from raw “messy” data. They define and model normal behaviour as motion inside

areas implied by an extracted pattern, with normal speeds bound to them. The resulting

“motion anomaly detection applied to AIS data” detected instances of anomalous trajecto-

ries (i.e. vessel passing through locations not belonging to the normal model) and veloc-

ity. Riveiro and Falkman [RF09] proposed applying visualization techniques to enrich their

rule-based anomaly detection and promote user interaction. Another joint work of Riveiro,

Falkman and Ziemke [RFZ08] combines a visual approach (self-organizing maps) with non-

parametric statistics (density estimation by Gaussian mixture modelling) and probabilistic

theory (Bayes theorem).

The need for automatic pattern extraction and detection has also been addressed by ap-

plying various machine learning techniques, e.g. neural networks [PO12], Similarity based

Nearest Neighbour [LF11], or proprietary solutions for normalcy learning [Rho06].

3 Method

The intention of this study is to develop a maritime data modelling method that enables ex-

tracting traffic patterns and detecting anomalies in a clear, understandable and informative

way. Applying a potential field based method was inspired by game AI research, where it is

used to create realistic bot movements. The potential fields used here to model maritime

traffic are analogous to actual physical phenomenon of potential fields, e.g. electrostatic or

gravitational [Jek81], and are described in a similar manner. The general idea in applying

potential fields for maritime traffic is for the observed movement of each vessel to assign

charges along its track. A collection of charges distributed over an area generates a po-

tential field, which is locally weaker or stronger depending on the density and strength of

surrounding charges.

The three main concepts derived from the physical potential fields are the charge accu-

mulation, the decay of potential fields, and the distribution of potential around a charge.
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3.1 Local Charge

The accumulation of charges is directly affected by the traffic surveillance data. Each vessel

tracked by AIS is characterized by a collection of n numerical and textual properties. Those

properties include vessel’s static parameters, (e.g., name, flag, type), as well as the cur-

rent state of its dynamic behaviour (e.g., speed, course, location), and are either inherently

nominal or discretized to a nominal scale. A single vessel carries a set of charges of equal

strength, representing its state and behaviour on these scales. For each AIS report, the set of

charges c that a vessel carries is assigned to a location characterized by geographical position

coordinates. Mathematically this can be expressed by a vector clatk,lonl with n components:

clatk,lonl =
〈
c1latk,lonl , c

2
latk,lonl

, ..., cnlatk,lonl
〉
, (1)

where c1latk,lonl to cnlatk,lonl are the component charges reflecting reported vessel properties:

type, course, etc.; and latk, lonl are the geographical latitude and longitude coordinates at

point (k, l).

The total charge at a location is calculated as the sum of all local charges. In electrostatics

the greater an electric charge is, the stronger the electric potential field that surrounds it.

Analogically, the more vessels visits are reported at a location, the higher potential builds up

in and around it. Hence the aggregate charge Clatk,lonl accumulated at a location (k, l), over

a time period τ would be computed as:

Clatk,lonl =
τ∑
t=0

clatk,lonl (2)

3.2 Field Decay

This equation assumes no loss of charge. In continuous data collection over time that would

allow charge to accumulate with no upper bound. This is undesirable, as it would under-

mine the ability to compare and follow trends of the maritime traffic behaviours over time.

For example, once established real-world traffic patterns may get abandoned in time. It is

desirable for the potential fields that model maritime traffic, to evolve over time to reflect

such pattern changes. The addition of a field decay effect accomplishes this.

Researchers representing different approaches often address the problem of real time

continuity by applying constructs such as a sliding time frame or a data window [Ris08;

Bra10]. Potential field theory offers an alternative construct of potential decay. Adding a

decay factor allows the charge at a location to be represented by a function of time:

Clatk,lonl(t) =

τ∑
t=0

d(t)clatk,lonl (3)

where d(t) is a non-increasing decay function with limit at zero. The function d(t) describes

the decrease of a local charge over time.
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4 Potential Fields Applied

3.3 Field Distribution

Each local charge gives rise to a local potential. The potential field formed by a single charge

clatk,lonl is most intensive in the location of the charge (k, l), and dissipates with increasing

radius r. The dissipation of a physical potential field is represented by an equation specific

to the type of field. Here it is defined as a decreasing function f(r) of the distance r from

the source charge. The distance r between points (k, l) and (x, y) is the Euclidean distance√
(latk − lati)2 + (a(lonl − lonj))2, where a is the longitude coefficient with value in the

range (0,1) compensating the disproportion between real geographical distances per unit of

longitude versus latitude.

A global potential field is instantiated by geographically distributed local charges. The

intensity of the field varies depending on the geographic location and is determined by the

strength of the surrounding local charges affected by their decay, and the distance to them.

Areas where a potential is very strong represent an emergent traffic pattern and describe a

model of normal behaviour. Areas where a potential is very weak or non-existent signalize a

lack of discernible normal traffic patterns.

An anomaly is here defined as a deviation from normal behaviour, thus an observed vessel

behaviour that does not conform to the normal model described by the potential fields, is

considered anomalous. This is made feasible by the fact that the vast majority of maritime

traffic occurs normally, i.e. in wide understanding not abnormal, and can be described by

such a model of normal behaviour. Based on this assumption, the presence of potential

represents normal behaviour, and its absence — an anomaly.

One of the advantages of the proposed method is the ability to detect and signalize differ-

ent severity of perceived threats (i.e. anomalies), depending on the intensity of the discrep-

ancy with the potential fields. In this study the anomaly levels are determined using minimal

potential thresholds. Another benefit is the possibility of visualizing the potential fields for

enabling prompt perception and comprehension of what exactly the violation of the normal

models entails.

4 Potential Fields Applied

For the purpose of this study, a maritime traffic modelling and detection system named

STRAND (Seafaring TRansport ANomaly Detection) was prototyped. It implements the pro-

posed method of potential fields applied to maritime surveillance data.

4.1 Discretization

In AIS-based maritime surveillance, the continuous parameters are time, space, speed, course

and other related. For the potential field to generalise knowledge of normal behaviour (and

for computational efficiency reasons) the continuous parameters need to be binned. This

section describes how the variables are discretized.
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The time is represented by a POSIX timestamp, which limits the precision to 1s. Each

AIS message contains such a timestamp, however the global load of AIS messages is updated

once every 90s, making 90s the basic the time unit for detection. Latitude and longitude pre-

cision in AIS transmission (0.0001’) translates to ca. 18.5cm in the real world. Meanwhile,

the declared maximal precision of navigation devices in vast majority of AIS transponders is

10m [Imo]. For data modelling and detection this precision is adjusted to represent an ap-

proximately square grid with tile size 10m. Course and speed over ground are stored without

alterations with a precision of 0.1◦ and 0.1 knot respectively. For maritime traffic modelling

and detection, however, they are binned into ranges. Course is divided into 8 equal inter-

vals: N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, and NW. Speed ranges are not equal in size, and correspond

to the speed classes common in maritime circles, from Static (0–1 knot) to Probably flying
(exceeding 60 knots). The precision of course and speed is reduced to a nominal scale for

twofold reasons: to build an understandable parameter selection in the user interface, and

to define the speed and course value granularity for data modelling and detection sensitivity.

The other attributes are the nominal vessel type (Passenger, Cargo, Tanker, etc.) and the

time of day. The time of day divides 24 hours into four equal time bins: Morning (6–12),

Afternoon (12–18), Evening (18–24), and Night (0–6).

4.2 System Implementation

The prototype system implements the three aspects of the proposed method. Live AIS track-

ing data is gathered over time in order to collect a representative traffic history required

for building a normal model. The first element of the method concerning the local charge

is implemented as the sum over the iterated traffic history. A single iteration handles one

stored AIS position report consisting of the attributes: latitude, longitude, course, speed,

vessel type and timestamp. The report contributes to the cumulative charge of the nearest

grid node represented by the discretized latitude and longitude pair. The complete grid of

local charges is stored once for every 24 hours.

The field decay is implemented as an exponential decrease of the charge. The prototype

builds a normal model based on a real world AIS data set spanning 20 days. The aggregated

charge is divided by a constant in each iteration over the days of the traffic history, making

the decay function d(t) from equation 3 an exponential function of time. For testing purposes

a daily charge decay rate of 10% was used. In large or continuous data sets there is a need

for a termination condition, excluding most decayed charges from the normal model.

Field distribution was implemented using the two-dimensional Gaussian smoothing equa-

tion [Jek81]. The local potential value is evaluated as:

Platk,lonl(t) =
∑
i

∑
j

1

2πσ2
e−

(latk−lati)
2+(lonl−lonj)

2

2σ2 . (4)

The standard deviation is set to one grid side length, i.e. approximately 10m. The radius of

the smoothing around location (k, l) is defined by the latitude and longitude limits.
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5 STRAND System Case Based Demonstration

An observed consequence of using AIS position reports as charges is an imbalance be-

tween the amount of charge generated by vessels traveling with different speeds. The need

for compensating this issue in the modelling and detection phase was addressed by introduc-

ing a charge multiplier. All components of a single charge set, representing one AIS message,

are multiplied by the square root of the vessel speed, thus moderately weakening the charges

dropped by very slow vessels and increasing the charge for faster ships.

A Web-based prototype system was built for this study. It was implemented using the

Django Python Web framework. Figure 1 presents a view of the system interface with an ex-

ample of map-based display of a potential field and detection. Small black arrows represent

vessels conforming to the normal behaviour patterns. The anomalously behaving vessels are

marked by larger red arrows.

Figure 1: STRAND user interface with area, time frame and potential type selection.

The STRAND user interface includes a map with overlays (from Google Maps API v3),

a set of controls and a page navigation panel. The controls include menus for setting the

coordinate limits, potential metric (speed, course, vessel type, day time) and range of the

metric value, as well as the optional time frame.

5 STRAND System Case Based Demonstration

In the detection process, the examined position reports are crosschecked with all potential

field values for the corresponding position grid coordinates. The current version of STRAND

detects anomalous incidents associated with faulty position, time of day, speed, course and

type of the vessel. An example of a detection situation is presented in Figures 2, 3 and 4.
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In an observation of traffic nearby the Swedish Blekinge coast most vessel behaviours are

considered normal (small black arrows). A red arrow icon visible on the right side of all

Figure 2: Course S. Figure 3: Course SW. Figure 4: Course NE.

images marks an anomaly. This situation is illustrated in the figures 2, 3 and 4, with relevant

potential fields for courses S, SW and NE respectively. The potential intensity is represented

by heat maps overlaying the geographical map, i.e. the colour palette from green to red

represents increasing potential values. In the observed situation, the anomalous vessel is

moving southwards in an area where southward traffic is unusual (Fig. 2) and dominant

traffic course is northeast (Fig. 4). The southward traffic patterns (Fig. 2) are located further

to the west and to the east from the vessel’s position, but absent at the current position. In

figure 3 the observed southwestern traffic pattern is weak, but present at vessel’s location.

Based on such observations, it is possible to notice and understand the nature of the

anomaly and, furthermore, to formulate a recommendation how to correct the anomalous

behaviour. In this case one would recommend correcting the course to SW to conform to

the local SW traffic pattern (Fig. 3), or, if the southern course is strongly desired, correcting

position and route to follow one of the southern traffic patterns (Fig. 2).

The detection itself is performed only based on the potential fields directly correspond-

ing to the vessel behaviour. In the observed case the comparison of vessel course to the

southward traffic pattern raised the alarm. The NE and SW traffic patterns were used to

enhance comprehension and situational awareness, however they did not participate in the

computation that led to that particular detection.

6 Discussion

The presented tool demonstrates modelling and visualizations of attributes: course, speed,

daytime and vessel type, using three concepts; the charge aggregation, the distribution of

potential field around its source, and the field decay. Implementation of the method brings

to light the benefits of using a normal model in contrast to expert based anomaly recognition

rules. The normal model is built based on actual maritime traffic avoiding possible human

bias and limits of knowledge or comprehension of behaviours occurring in maritime traffic.

By the implementation of the STRAND prototype a number of issues were raised and
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7 Conclusion and Future Work

described but not exhaustively addressed. The system demonstrates the applicability of the

method using a set of prototypical parameters and algorithms, which are not intended as the

ultimate solution. The numerical parameters that require tuning are e.g., the grid size, and

the detection thresholds for speed, course, vessel type and time of day. Algorithmic issues

include the total charge calculation, the potential field dissipation and decay equations, and

the speed compensation.

The grid size tuning is especially challenging since for one it represents a non-flat area —

an ideal grid would adjust the longitude to always fit the same Euclidean distance. Secondly,

the grid is uniform, the node size for open sea and harbour-like areas is the same. The

precision of AIS data gives the possibility to vary the density of geographical grid. This

allows for fine-tuning a grid size starting from figuratively the size of the ship to thousands of

meters. A vessel with a speed of ten knots will travel almost 500 meters within 90 seconds,

i.e. the possible discretization of involved values is far too precise to be handled by the

prototype tool. Therefore a balance where each stored vessel position should correlate to a

unique grid position without being too spread out over the grid net is desirable. In practice

this can be achieved by introducing different local grid precisions, i.e. sizes of nodes in the

potential field, depending on the local maritime situation (e.g. small grid size in harbours,

larger on the open sea). In the current STRAND tool this is not implemented.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

The STRAND prototype system demonstrates the applicability of the proposed method. The

three aspects of potential field theory: charge accumulation, potential decay and dissipation,

enable the modelling of vessel traffic. The resulting normal model facilitates customizable

visualization and anomaly detection. An advantage of the method is the ability of creating a

normal traffic model based on the traffic history, without a need for expert knowledge. The

geographical map-based grid is filled by a potential field derived from the observed traffic.

Anomalies are identified as a lack of normal behaviour — local absence of potential.

The outline implementation structure provided by the method opens space for algorithmic

and computational optimization. Field decay and dissipation functions used in this study,

exemplified and enabled the demonstration of the devised method, but also raised questions

for future study. Another open issue is the visual anomaly reporting as well as normal model

representation. Here choices need to be made concerning the manner of displaying extracted

patterns and traffic information in the user interface. The discretization of AIS attributes and

its impact on detection performance should also be studied further.
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